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New Feature!
Below is a recording of our Redhawk Live Update to help our clients better understand
what we are doing with our portfolios. We hope to send these out every week moving
forward. Click the button below below to listen!

Redhawk Live!

Market Commentary

Last week was a holidayshortened week and stocks were mostly flat. Weakness in the healthcare sector as a
reaction to the “MedicareforAll” headlines was offset by healthy gains in industrial stocks, driven by solid earnings
and betterthanexpected manufacturing data from China. With valuations having rebounded back to historical
averages, most major U.S. indexes are now trading near alltime highs. Corporate earnings will be the key to driving
markets higher for the balance of the year.

Over the past seven months, the U.S. stock market has mirrored a roller coaster ride. The S&P 500 is back to its peak

of last September, sitting just slightly more than half a percent from an alltime high. Since we are testing new highs
again, it makes sense to consider what has changed this time around.
The last time the market was at alltime highs was lateSeptember. Then, the U.S. economy had gained momentum
with GDP growth having exceeded 3% for two straight quarters for the first time since 2015. The economy is slowing
today and growing at a pace just above 2%. When the market was last here, the Fed was still in tightening mode,
having just hiked rates for the eighth time in three years in response to a firming economy, historically low
unemployment, and rising inflation expectations. The Fed pivoted and has a more dovish stance today given softer
economic readings, signaling it will pause on further rate moves until economic data warrant further adjustments.
Because of this, longerterm interest rates have fallen. In September 10year rates were near 3.1%, compared with
less than 2.6% now, reflecting the Fed policy pivot and a more moderate growth outlook. Market valuations are higher
today than the last time we were at record highs, U.S. stocks traded at 17.4 times expected earnings, compared with
16.9 times currently, indicating the outlook for rising corporate profits. Overall, while the market is at the same record
level, the underlying fundamentals have shifted slightly. Economic growth is more modest, but rates are lower, Fed
policy is less restrictive, and corporate profits are higher, suggesting that the bull market can continue.
The market looks quite different from yearend, with stocks 24% higher since Christmas Eve. At the time, fears of a

U.S. recession were on everyone’s mind, due to the Fed's rate hike campaign and a patch of negative economic

readings related to consumer spending and to the housing and auto sectors. Today, while the pace of growth has
moderated, data is signaling the U.S. economy is still on a sound foundation. Last week brought some new data
points, including reports showing that U.S. jobless claims fell to their lowest level since 1969 and retail sales
rebounded strongly in March (led by upswings in autos, building materials, furniture, and clothing). Last week also
brought the release of China GDP, showing the world's secondlargest economy grew by a betterthanexpected 6.4%
last quarter, a welcome sign of potential stabilization amid a prolonged slowdown. With a pessimistic global outlook
last December centered on accelerating weakness in China and around the world, more recent data suggest global
growth may be steadying. For perspective, while the U.S. rally since December has brought domestic stocks back to
last year's high, emergingmarket equities are 6% above their level of last September. Overall, market sentiment has
improved considerably since December, boosted by evidence that a U.S. recession is not imminent and by the
Fed's more supportive policy approach.

Source: Bloomberg, 04/18/19. Bonds represented by the iShares Core U.S. Aggregate Bond ETF. Past performance does not guarantee future results.

Victoria Capital's Strategy Update

Today’s front page of the Wall Street Journal Business & Finance section begins with the lead article "Investors

Gauge if Rally Is Near Its End." The focus seems to be on the fact that investors are more concerned about volatility
than a bearish end to the bull market. We know that volatility is a shortterm phenomenon brought on by a variety of
nonfundamental factors such as imploding hedge funds, overleveraged speculators and temporary imbalances in

select stocks that sometimes trigger selling across an entire sector. The stock market crash of Black Monday and the
Flash Crash of 2012 were examples of shortterm declines that caused stocks to fall precipitously  but temporarily.
While volatility is usually perceived as something to be concerned about, the real concern should be the longterm
outlook for the economy, interest rates and a political environment that keeps the stock market in an uptrend. For
longterm investors who are systematically saving for retirement, these shortterm drops provide a good opportunity to
buy low — the concept of dollarcost averaging — a wellknown and successful strategy for people saving for
retirement.

Even though the average U.S. stock fund surged 13% in the first quarter, you wouldn't know it from the flowoffunds
data for mutual funds. In the first quarter of this year, $16.5 billion flowed out of stock funds, $3.2 billion into foreign
funds and $110 billion into bond funds. In April, bond funds took in another $14.3 billion — the biggest weekly inflow
since early 2015! History tells us that bull markets end when the fund flows overwhelmingly favor stock funds. We are
a long way from the end of this bull market if this trend remains intact.
Trends tell us an interesting story. The size of the flows into bond funds confirm that there is an ongoing buildup in
global savings that is keeping downward pressure on interest rates. Foreign central banks are considering buying
stock since the amount of bonds outstanding has shrunken dramatically due to central bank buying. Consider that
government bonds may be needed to satisfy the savings requirement of individuals and corporations that are flush
with cash and no place to invest it. The government wants to buy those bonds to continue to use monetary policy to
stimulate local economies. These trends coupled with moderate economic growth, rising corporate earnings and low
interest rates are likely to keep the bull market intact for the foreseeable future. Keep your eye on corporate buybacks
and acquisitions. Corporate wealth is being used to shrink the stock market; not a bad thing for longterm stock
investors. We don’t see the time when the U.S. government is buying back bonds. Stay Tuned!
No changes were made to the Growth Equity or Target Return models for the week.

Redhawk's Strategy Update

For the second week in a row, stocks were little changed overall, and the major indexes remained around 1% below

their record highs achieved more than six months ago. April has seen relatively little movement so far, in contrast with
stocks’ sharp gains in early 2019. Smallcap stocks underperformed their largecap peers for the second consecutive
week, as a smallcap benchmark, the Russell 2000 Index, fell more than 1%. The index is about 10% below its record
high set in August 2018, which is a far bigger gap than for the largecap indexes, which are just shy of their alltime
peaks. As the stock market’s yeartodate rally has tapered off, so has trading volume. The daily average number of
shares that changed hands over a 10day stretch that ended Thursday was the lowest since a trading lull in
September 2018, according to Dow Jones Market Data.
Concerns about weakness in China eased as the government reported the nation’s economic growth rate held steady
in the first quarter at an annual rate of 6.4%. That figure was slightly above most economists’ expectations. After
declining in February, a gauge of U.S. retail sales climbed 1.6% in March, posting its biggest monthly gain since
September 2017. The gain was broad, with sales rising for nearly every retail store category. The government’s initial
estimate of firstquarter GDP growth is likely to be the most closely watched economic report scheduled this week.
Economists estimate the economy grew at an annual rate of 1.5% to 2.0%, down from a 2.2% figure in last year’s
fourth quarter.

Redhawk Live Update  Click Here

Redhawk Model Signals

S&P and Dynamic Portfolios: No changes.

S&P and Dynamic Portfolio Bubble Reports as of 3/31/2019

Environmental, Social, and Governance Portfolio: Placed the Large Value subcategory (VHDYX) on the watch list
due to lagging performance.

Portfolio Bubble Reports as of 3/31/2019

Growth Stock Portfolio: Replaced BioRad Laboratories Inc. (BIO) with National Instruments Corp. (NATI) due to
performance.

High Dividend Stock Portfolio: Replaced DCP Midstream LP (DCP) with Umpqua Holdings Corp (UMPQ) and
Omega Healthcare Investors Inc. (OHI) with People's United Financial Inc. (PBCT) due to lagging performance. Also
purchased MGM Growth Properties LLC A (MGP) with 4.5% of the cash available, purchased PacWest Bancorp
(PACW) with 4.5% of the cash available, and purchased Equinor ASA ADR (EQNR) with 4.5% of the cash available.

High Income Portfolios: No changes.

High Income Portfolio Bubble Reports as of 3/31/2019

Liquid Income Portfolios: No changes.

Liquid Income Portfolio Bubble Reports as of 3/31/2019

The views expressed represent the opinion of Redhawk Wealth Advisors, Inc. The views are subject to change and are not intended as a
forecast or guarantee of future results. This material is for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice and is not
intended as an endorsement of any specific investment. Stated information is derived from proprietary and nonproprietary sources that
have not been independently verified for accuracy or completeness. While Redhawk Wealth Advisors, Inc. believes the information to be
accurate and reliable, we do not claim or have responsibility for its completeness, accuracy, or reliability. Statements of future expectations,
estimates, projections, and other forwardlooking statements are based on available information and the Redhawk Wealth Advisors, Inc.’s
view as of the time of these statements. Accordingly, such statements are inherently speculative as they are based on assumptions that
may involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed
or implied in such statements. Investing in equity securities involves risks, including the potential loss of principal. While equities may offer
the potential for greater longterm growth than most debt securities, they generally have higher volatility. International investments may
involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principles, or
from economic or political instability in other nations. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

Economic Data for this Week
Monday:

1. Existing home sales, National Association of Realtors.

Tuesday:
1. New home sales, U.S. Census Bureau.

Wednesday:
1. No major reports scheduled.

Thursday:
1. Durable goods orders, U.S. Census Bureau.

Friday:
1. Firstquarter GDP, initial estimate, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.
2. University of Michigan Index of Consumer Sentiment.

The algorithms, for the growth portfolios, tripped to “risk on” after the market closed on Thursday 1/31/2019. The “risk
on” algorithm tripped because the VIX settled down into a normal range. We will continue to stay with the “risk on”
direction and gather relevant data points on the market, monitor the portfolios daily, and communicate to you when we
make any changes.

Portfolio Managers

Portfolio Managers

The Target Return (TR) portfolios consist of a blend of exchangetraded funds

(ETFs) to provide a range of risk and return characteristics that should meet the
needs of investors saving for retirement. Each of these portfolios is designed to
achieve a longterm target rate of return. By utilizing low cost ETFs and by keeping
portfolio turnover low, the ability to produce targeted rates of return is dramatically
increased. For investors seeking current income, the TR Income Portfolio (TRIP)
has been structured to focus on producing both high current income and growing
dividend income. The goal of the Victoria Capital Growth (VCG) portfolio is to
provide longterm growth through a diversified portfolio of individual equities. A
themebased investment strategy concentrates investments in common stocks of
companies that are expected to grow faster than the overall economy. Owning
individual stocks gives greater flexibility to make changes on a stock by stock basis
for each client. By applying a bottomup defensive tactical trading discipline,
substantial portfolio reserves can be generated.
Disclaimer: Redhawk Wealth Advisors, Inc. and its officers, employees, affiliates, or members of their
families may have a position, long or short, and may, from time to time, execute purchase or sale
transactions in securities which may be inconsistent with the analysis given herein. The information
contained herein has been derived from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed as to
accuracy and does not purport to be a complete analysis of any security, company, industry, or index.
This report is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security.
It is not intended to provide investment advice tailored to your specific situation. You may lose part or all
of any funds invested in any investment discussed in our Daily Research Updates. Past performance is
no guarantee of future success. The information in this report in no way attempts to provide accounting,
legal or tax advice. You should always consult your legal, financial and tax advisors before acting on
any information contained in this newsletter. Additional information is available upon request.
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